Internship
CI (IT) Department

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. In the areas of automotive and industrial technology, consumer goods, and building technology. The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its more than 350 subsidiaries and regional companies in over 60 countries with over 300,000 associates all over the world.

Robert Bosch Vietnam Co., Ltd. is the BOSCH Group's first investment in Vietnam into a high tech production facility for push-belts used in vehicles with Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT). By 2015, the Group's total investment in Vietnam is expected to reach 230 million Euros with a total of about 1,300 associates.

Main tasks
1. Support users on PC, network, printer installation, troubleshooting & resolving problems
2. Doing document & report in CI department
3. Support on CI training

Job requirements
- Undergraduate (3rd or 4th year)
- Preferred Language: English (good in oral and writing)
- MS office, PC hardware and network knowledge / experience
- Good communication, teamwork, disciplinary
- Able to work overtime

Benefits
- 1 paid leave per month
- Internship allowance and daily lunch provided

Make it happen. Apply now.
Country: Vietnam
Location: HCMC
Working time: 8:00 – 17:00
40 hours/week

Contact HR Department
HO TRAN THANH THANH
fixed-term.rbvn.hr.intern@vn.bosch.com

Interested candidates, kindly send your application to the above address.
Please be informed that only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.